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Macro Update
Joseph Crawford, Chief Executive Officer
juc@vt.edu

Courtesy of The RockCreek Group (2/21)

The overall story remains unchanged as commodity market returns track overall economic recovery.
February was a strong month in commodity markets broadly; energy led the way with around 15% MoM
returns, with industrial metals and agriculture commodities posting positive returns as well. This month
on the equity side there was a shift out of growth and tech stocks into more secure investments like value
stocks and fixed income as well because yields started to climb.
The Fed (and other central banks) have sustained their dovish policies, and have announced they
anticipate interest rates to remain near zero for quite some time. As a result, inflation and GDP are on the
rise again (both domestically and globally). Continued fiscal stimulus pushed through by the newly
elected democrats has helped strengthen consumer spending, and thus consumer confidence is very high,
and US services PMI is extremely bullish. While foreign services PMI numbers have been lagging behind
the US, manufacturing PMIs have been consistently strong across the globe which is good for long term
economic growth.
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Unemployment in the US was a major headline throughout 2020, but has been much quieter in the new
year. As expected, with the lifting of restrictions on travel and gatherings, unemployment numbers have
recovered much of the lost ground, and throughout February they ticked downward at a steady pace.
While week to week unemployment claims are a more volatile metric, we have seen a trend down in
filings throughout the month. Speaking of volatility, it has been on the rise this month; the VIX (equity
volatility) and OVX (oil volatility) indexes both spiked at the end of the month. This comes as a result of
investors finally challenging Fed Chair Powell’s outlook, and the movement of money out of equities
driving prices lower because periods of high volatility more heavily correlate with negative returns.
Looking ahead, we will be watching energy markets in particular because while the recovery to March
2020 levels has come full term, the global balance sheet is still in a precarious position. Emerging markets
have played a major role in oil’s recovery because of how quickly countries like China were able to snap
back their demand - these countries will continue to play a role short term, and arguably will play an even
larger one over the next few years - but how much of that demand growth is sustainable? On top of this,
OPEC is still very closely monitoring and controlling the supply of oil into the global market - what will
happen when they roll back their cuts? While COVID no longer poses the shocking threat it did in the last
year, new variants, vaccine rollouts and news, as well as further lockdowns could have major implications
in the energy space, and overall macro picture.
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Agriculture Update
Jayson Gill, Division Head
jayson00@vt.edu
Summary: February was a month of speculation of exports in the agriculture sector. We saw all of our
commodities that we trade show positive price movement throughout the month of February. We also had
the critical USDA Ag Outlook Forum where the first planting projections were released. This time of year
is usually not the busiest in agricultural commodities but this month surely didn’t disappoint.
February started off with very high export sales in corn and soybeans pushing the market in a positive
direction. Many speculators in the market were securing their bets as the February USDA WASDE report
approached. Many thought that a very bullish report would be released that would show more exports for
corn and soybeans along with lower ending stocks. When the report was released some were surprised,
corn numbers were nearly unchanged and the market fell. The soybean numbers were bullish but the
overbought market prevailed and the price fell. Following the report many of the reported export “sales”
that increased speculator buying weren’t actually shipped and many sales were cancelled in both the corn
and soybean markets. While this was going on Russia continued its plan to exercise an export tax on it’s
wheat exports, pushing farmers to speed up the selling of their crop.
Other markets were not silent as well. The sugar market was very strong following reports of shipping
container shortages in India and questions with the Brazillian crop. The sugar market is also very
interesting because rising energy prices may make cheaper biofuel made from sugar more attractive and
boost prices. In the livestock market we saw a strong winter weather event cover the most of the eastern
half of the United States causing problems within the supply chain.
As we move into March and beyond all eyes in the grains market will be on weather in South America
and conditions here in the United States. South American harvests have been slowed by bad weather and
are very behind from last year’s numbers. As the U.S. starts to warm up and move into spring, corn and
soybean planting will begin and winter wheat will come out of dormancy and begin to grow. Sugar
markets will be very reliant on exports and energy markets. Livestock markets will continue to look for
increasing demand as vaccines for African Swine Fever and COVID-19 continue to roll out. The coming
months have a lot in store for everyone in the agricultural world. This serves as a reminder that no matter
what there is always something interesting happening in the world of Ag!
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Corn (CORN) Update
Kevin Salmon, Analyst
ksalmon@vt.edu

Price Action: The corn price ended higher than it started this month despite many fluctuations. Prices
mostly gained aside from a steep drop immediately following the USDA WASDE report on the 9th.
News: China becomes world’s largest corn importer (Feb 14) Record-Setting Corn and Soybean Crops in
Sight (Feb 19) Rains in Argentina Boost Expectations for good Corn Crops (Feb 22) Biden Trade Pick
Says China Must Deliver on Phase-One Pact (Feb 25)
Summary: February marked a relatively quiet month for corn news as planting in the US has not yet
started. The monthly WASDE put out by the USDA on February 9th showed lower stocks once again but
they came in slightly higher than many analysts, including COINS, expected. Additionally, strong
purchases from China had increased optimism for exports but those sales did not directly result in actual
deliveries. This dampened the export numbers released and helped fuel the steep price drop following the
release of the report.
The USDA held its annual Agricultural Outlook Conference virtually this month and showed the newest
estimates for next year’s crops. They pinned total production at all time highs with record yields expected.
On top of that, the Outlook reported higher demand than ever, largely based on increasing global demand.
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The USDA updated estimates on corn for ethanol, upping their number from last year by 5% with the
expectation that gasoline sales will rise as the pandemic slows and vaccines continue to be administered.
Brazil is still behind in planting of their second crop as rains pushed the current harvest back. The longer
this goes on for, the lower production is likely to be. Nevertheless, Brazil is still expected to produce a
near record amount as they continue to compete with the US and Ukraine as suppliers to China. Just next
to Brazil in Argentina, recent rains come as a relief in an otherwise dry few months and have boosted crop
estimates. More precipitation is still needed in some of the western growing regions but the last months
weather conditions have otherwise improved production estimates significantly.
China demand kept trekking along last month and the country has now become the largest importer of
corn in the world, surpassing both Mexico and Japan. Limited supply from Ukraine has pushed China to
purchase more from the US but sales and actual transports are yet to equalize as Atlantic freight costs
continue to surge. President Biden’s US Trade Chief, Kathrine Tai, recently stated a warning that China
must meet its agreed upon trade obligations. The administration has yet to announce additional provisions
or repercussions of the Phase One Trade deal which could carry significant implications on where China
decides to buy from going forward.
Outlook: Weather in South America has improved recently and I expect Brazil’s planting to move
quickly once they start. Despite these factors, strong demand worldwide has continued to rise and
combined with overall low stocks, prices should keep increasing steadily.
Supporting Material:

This chart shows crop export commitments over the past three decades. 2020/2021 shows a significant
jump. (From USDA FAS.)
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Livestock (COW) Update
Yangchuan Wang, Analyst
yangchuanwang@vt.edu

Price Action: Cow prices were increasing in early January. Meanwhile, hog prices have also been bullish
since last December despite some variation in late February 2021.
News: Researchers turn to proven process for ASF vaccine development (Feb 05) Canada's Olymel ships
pigs to U.S. after coronavirus outbreak closes plant (Feb 19)
Summary: On the supply side, the livestock market has been suffering from cold weather since this
January. This also leads to less slaughter and rising prices for hog and cattle. By the end of February, the
weekly hog slaughter down down 6.6% from a year ago. Meanwhile, the U.S. Roundtable for Sustainable
Beef (USRSB) has launched additional sustainability modules for feedyards. This action will advance the
continuous improvement in sustainability across the U.S. beef value chain. A senate bill will offer $5B in
relief to farmers of color which would be provided by Emergency Relief for Farmers of Color Act. Also,
the global hog market will see a bright future since researchers are now in the proven process for African
swine fever (ASF) vaccine development. The vaccine will bring a range of benefits for the world market.
February also witnessed that FDA and USDA signed an MOU on animal biotechnology. This will benefit
livestock such as cattle, sheep, goats, swine and will aso make American producers more competitive
around the world.
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On the demand side, recently the rapid drop in the U.S. COVID-19 cases could spur more beef, pork
demand. Pork exports made a new record in 2020. Specifically, U.S. exports set new annual records in
China/Hong Kong, Central America, Vietnam and Chile. Due to the impact of ASF, Philippines local hog
prices soared. Therefore, the Philippines planned to triple its pork imports from the U.S. On the other
hand, after pig plants closed due to COVID-19, Canada's Olymel shipped pigs to the U.S. to clear a
backlog of hogs.
Outlook: Under the storm the hog prices are expected to increase in the short run. In the long run,
however, the seasonally increasing demand will push hog prices to decrease. For the cattle market,
WASDE reports this month predicted that beef production forecast is increased from the previous month
because of the higher cattle slaughter and higher cattle weights.
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Soybeans (SOYB) Update
Jayson Gill, Analyst, in collaboration with Layton Thomas and Matthew Myers
jayson00@vt.edu

Price Action: This past month, the ETF increased 4.0% and finished this past Friday at $21.07 for
February’s trading month. There has been a lot of volatility recently, especially this past week with a $.50
range in one trading day for the front soybeans contract. Expect prices to continue being very volatile,
with the end of bullish trends not in sight (2/26).
News: Trade between the United States and China looks strong with the new administration in office. The
USDA Outlook Forum was hopeful and optimistic about the new trade agreements. There is still strong
demand for soybeans from China (2/26). The drought-like conditions in South America may hurt their
ending stocks as harvesting comes to a close in April (2/25). The March 2021 contract settled slightly
higher than the current price of the May contract. The balance sheet for soybeans is very tight due to the
high demand (1/27). There are many speculators in the market right now; there will be lots of volatility to
come.
Summary: The USDA recently hosted their annual agriculture outlook forum on February 18-19. Due to
the global pandemic this year's forum was held virtually. The USDA projected a soybean crop of 4.525
billion bushels surpassing the previous soybean outlook record of 2018. This year's plantings for corn and
soybeans combined at a total of 182 million acres which would be the highest total ever for the two crops.
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A multitude of factors such as high prices such as new-crop soybean prices, strong demand from China,
and tight stocks to use ratio are expected to boost soybean plantings to 90 million acres, up 6.9 million
acres from last year.
Brazil's soybean harvest is currently lagging behind the numbers from the previous year's pace and the
historical five year average. Brazil had. Brazil had harvested only 9.1% of the soy in this area since this
year's harvest began compared to a five year average of 19.7%. Increased demands from China have
affected Brazil's ending stocks and imports. Brazil's 2021 soybeans imports have increased 300,000
tonnes up to 800,000 tonnes from november projections. Brazil's ending stocks have decreased 200,000
tonnes this year compared to last to 219,000.
Outlook: Data as of right now shows a bullish market for the next several months. In South America,
there continues to be a drought since December that has wreaked havoc on the harvest. Harvest has been
significantly delayed, being behind schedule by about two to three weeks (2/25). Brazil has the slowest
harvesting rate that the country has seen in ten years (2/26). As South America wraps up its harvest in
April, more firm estimates will be coming out about the number of acres planted in the United States.
Many analysts speculate the acreage amount for soybeans and corn as they will be competing heavily this
year for acres planted (2/26). There have been drier than average conditions in the corn belt because of the
La Nina that has persisted since this past fall. The USDA Outlook Forum has projected high demand for
corn and soybeans from the U.S for the coming years. The market has strong bullish factors that will carry
us into the coming months. Short term, the number of realized acres planted will help us see other market
trends in the coming months.
Supporting Material:
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Sugar (SGG) Update
Dylan Doherty, Senior Analyst
dylanjd@vt.edu

Price Action: During the Month of February SGG broke out into a large bullish move. The month opened
with a price of $47.83, fast forwarding to the end of the month price closed at $51.45. Overall, SGG saw
an increase of 7.5% from the start to finish of the month. The peak of the month was on the 22nd when
price reached $54.75, this is the highest point since inception of the ETN. The month's opening price of
$47.83 was the lowest point the ETN hit.
News: Food inflation concerns deepen as prices reach highest level since 2014 (Feb. 4th), India's sugar
exports seen lower than last season on logistics woes (Feb. 11th), Kraft Heinz, Conagra may raise some
product prices as grains, edible oil costs surge (Feb. 16th), Shipping Container Shortage Gives
Commodity Prices Extra Boost (Feb. 18th), Center-South Brazil cumulative 2020-21 sugar production up
44.3% on year (Feb. 24th)
Summary: During the beginning of February the EU forecasted sugar production at 3.4 million tonnes
for 2020/21, this was 11% lower than last season. Also, India’s shipping container shortage began to
become a more prominent problem for their sugar exports. This shortage was a major driving factor for
price as India was expected to make up for lower production numbers from Thailand. Next, Brazil's
January sugar exports reached 2.1 million tonnes, this was 24% higher than last season. Brazil made up
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for lower exports seen out of most major sugar production countries during the month of February. On the
demand front China’s 2020/21 estimates of consumption (15.3 million tonnes) and imports (3.9 million
tonnes, remained unchanged.
During the final half of February price pushed further on a strong bullish run. Crude oil and RBOB
gasoline reached 1-year highs largely due to the winter storm seen in the US across Texas and the deep
south. This in turn provided strong support for ethanol prices and Brazil's reasoning to produce more
sugar-based ethanol. Thailand’s 2020/21 sugar production was approximately 5.5 million tonnes, which
compared to last year’s 7.1 million tonnes during the same period. Kraft Heinz and Conagra showed the
true impact of the rise in sugar prices when they announced that prices may rise on some products that use
sugar due to high demand. The Kansa City Fed President Esther George said “Households have been
buying more groceries. You are going to see price pressures…”. Closing out the month, Brazils sugar
exports began to face delays due to supply bottlenecks in their major shipping ports. The bottlenecks
come after strong seasons in both Brazil’s coffee and soybean crops. Finally, Brazil's ethanol sales were
up 5.4% on the year, while cumulative ethanol production remained down at 8.5% on the year.
Outlook: SGG may have reached a price peak in late February. With both Bullish supply/demand news
and export concerns out of Brazil and India, prices have good reason to stay slightly bullish. Brazil's
weather will be important to keep an eye on as their cane harvest nears in April. Money Manager long
positions may face liquidation which would weigh down the price of sugar. Price may trade slightly
sideways until more news hits the market mostly pertaining to Brazil and India.
Supporting material:

The graph produced by the food and Agriculture Organization depicts global food prices. Over the past
year prices have jumped steadily, due rising prices across agriculture commodities. Global food prices
have reached their eighth consecutive monthly increase, reaching its longest gains streak in a decade.
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Wheat (WEAT) Update
Katie O’Day, Senior Analyst
kod423@vt.edu

Price Action: WEAT Prices steadily increased in the month of February and the ETF reached two year
highs at $6.50 on February 24th.
News: Wheat at a 1-week high as frigid U.S. weather lifts supply worries (Feb. 15), Russia’s Grain Export
Taxes Could Mean the End of its Wheat Market Dominance (Feb. 21), USDA holds the Annual Outlook
Forum (Feb. 18)
Summary: Russia has proposed and approved many restrictions to exports to protect domestic prices and
supplies. The first round of limitations started on February 15th, which was an export tax of 25 euros per
tonne. Russia will double the tax starting March 1st and then move to a floating tax system starting June
2. The floating tax will be 70% of the price above $200 a tonne. Prior to the export tax, Russia was
exporting at a record pace. The market expectation is that Russian export pace will slow down as these
new taxes have been introduced.
The United States Department of Agriculture held the annual Outlook Forum on February 18th and 19th.
They released the first estimates for the 2021-2022 marketing season. Production remained largely the
same as the 2020-2021 year as plantings increased while yield estimates decreased. Use remained stable
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to slightly down as exports were decreased but domestic use increased. This led ending stocks to decrease
138 million bushels to 698 million bushels mainly due to smaller carryover.
Weather was a major price mover in wheat markets as there were extreme cold temperatures in two major
wheat producing areas, the United States and Black Sea Region, causing fears of winterkill. The planting
conditions were less than ideal in the fall and the recent cold temperatures have caused worries. On
February 18th, SovEcon lowered Russian production estimates from 77.7 to 76.2MMT due to the cold
temperatures and an expectation of lower planting due to the domestic taxes. As the harvest season
approaches, weather will be increasingly important and the market will have a better idea of failed crops.
Outlook: The market supports a bullish outlook due to weather concerns, Russian export taxes, and lower
plantings. The market sharply reacted to the recent cold temperatures. Prices will continue to be led by
weather conditions, especially in the United States and Black Sea Region. In addition, Russian taxes will
limit export competitors as Russia is the world’s largest exporter of Wheat. Moving into march, planting
intentions will also affect prices. There is an expectation of lower plantings in the US and Russia due to
higher profitability in Corn and Soybeans, and taxes on Russian wheat.
Supporting Material:

The figure above shows the 2021/2022 Balance sheet which was released on February 19th at the annual
USDA Outlook Forum.
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Energy Update
Max Babka, Division Head
maxbabka@vt.edu
Summary: February was a tumultuous month for natural gas, but crude oil, and gasoline saw major gains.
It was also a major milestone for oil, because Brent prices reached $60 per barrel for the first time in more
than 12 months. These pre-COVID levels for oil signal a major recovery in the commodity, in large part
due to OPECs serious production cuts and oil stocks continuing to decrease back to pre-COVID levels.
Countries like China and India also published very positive economic and manufacturing data, lifting up
their oil demand significantly and helping to raise prices even further.
Despite the significant gains at the beginning of the month, all three ETFs dipped or closed flat by the end
of the month. UNG was up more than 9.5% at its peak on the 17th of February, but closed the month of
February exactly flat. BNO closed the month up more than 13.5% and UGA also up more than 13.5%.
USO dipped from its peak slightly and was up almost 18% on the month before falling down to just under
12.5% gains for the month.
Looking forward, March will likely be even more volatile due to major events occuring during this time.
OPEC+ will be meeting on the 5th of March, and are expected to announce a production increase due to
the sustained levels of oil prices throughout the month of February. Russia especially has been very
aggressive in demanding increased production, mainly due to the fear of a US Shale recovery which
would undo much of the efforts of OPEC’s cuts over the past year by dramatically increasing supply and
lowering the cartel’s market share.
Gasoline demand will begin picking up in March and beyond, as February is the period of the lowest
demand for the commodity in terms of seasonality. Gasoline prices are already elevated and have
continued to rise over the past few months, but now that economic recovery is in sight along with
increasingly widespread deployment of COVID-19 vaccines, gasoline demand is likely to reach its
pre-COVID levels at some point in the early summer.
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Crude Oil (USO/BNO) Update
Gabe Plichta, Senior Analyst | Charles Spicer, Analyst
gjplichta@vt.edu

cspice5@vt.edu

Price Action: Oil markets saw heavy volatility throughout the month of February, with a number of
events causing price fluctuations. BNO began the month at $14.02 and closed February at $16.22, with
USO seeing similar growth, starting at $35.54 and ending at $41.35. Throughout the month, both BNO
and USO hit a one-year high, $16.63 and $42.68, respectively, as demand for oil products steadily
increased along with worldwide vaccination efforts increasing.
News: The Long Term Effects of the Texas Energy Crisis Will be Felt for Some Time
Summary: The month of February has historically been an important month for all energy commodities,
as parts of the US and western hemisphere see record numbers of snowfall, cold weather, and energy
prices. However, this month was special, as the major oil producing hub of the United States, Texas, as
well as parts of other important Southern and Southwestern US states experienced a record-breaking cold
weather event that caused one of the largest power grids in the US to go down, facing rolling blackouts,
power surges, and demand reaching all-time highs. Due to this shutdown of the power grid, US oil
production ground to a halt, with production being curtailed by at least 4 MMBL, and refineries closing
for days at a time. As a consequence, energy prices across the country rose, as well as market volatility as
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the US and world came to grapple with the oil and energy shortage. Prices at the pumps rose, and US
exports rose, adding barrels to the reserve.
Crude oil also had two other major events in the month, with the first being OPEC member and de-facto
leader Saudi Arabia announcing that the country was going to step up current cuts on oil, with the Saudis
voluntarily cutting 1 MMBL additionally, in order to buoy current oil prices. These additional cuts are set
to come at a head in the upcoming March OPEC+ meeting, where OPEC+ leader Russia is looking to
offset some of the current production cuts, while Saudi Arabia is looking to keep current production
levels, as the global community still battles the COVID pandemic and struggles to vaccinate the majority
of their country’s population.
The second major event has been the on-going government relations between the United States and Iran,
with both countries going back and forth on nuclear enrichment sanctions and oil production. Currently,
most countries are banned from trading with Iran, especially concerning oil, however, some countries
such as Venezuela and China have as of late skirted the sanctions in their search for oil. Iran has also
treated the US with hostility regarding troops deployed in the Middle East, and an attack on US
contractors and soldiers in Iraq led to a bombing campaign by the US in February. Iran has refused to sit
in on any peace meetings since the bombing campaign. However, US sanctions are set to expire in March,
and Iran has begun to sell contracts on its oil in anticipation, which may add millions of barrels to the
market. OPEC and OPEC+ are set to address this at the March meeting.
Outlook: Looking towards the future, the team is looking to oil prices moving upward in the future, with
increased volatility, due to a number of US and international factors. First, the US has made clear that oil
companies are to bend to current green regulations, and the Biden Administration has made oil becoming
“greener” a top priority; as a consequence, the team expects oil production and refining to begin to taper
off, as companies start to move towards green regulations.
As for international oil, the team is looking towards OPEC and OPEC+ guidance and policy that will set
the overall path for oil demand and production in the future, as it relates to economic trends and pandemic
responses. Despite early rumblings as to what response OPEC and OPEC+ will have during its March
business meeting, the team believes that there will be general cohesion as to how to proceed as economic
activity has ticked up, and that the supply will continue to face cuts until OPEC-members are able to clear
the excess supplies from 2020.
Supporting Material:
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Gasoline (UGA) Update
Max Babka, Senior Analyst
maxbabka@vt.edu

Price Action: February was another heavily bullish month for the UGA gasoline ETF. UGA began the
month at $27.42, and climbed consistently throughout the month, closing at $31.30 on the 26th of
February, reflecting a rise of more than 14%. Retail gasoline prices have continued to rise, and are now
approaching $3 per gallon in many gas stations throughout the country. The UGA ETF is currently
holding April contracts, and will begin rolling to the March contracts beginning on the 17th of February.
News: Morgan Stanley: Gasoline Industry Is About to Become Totally Worthless
Summary: The month of February is an important month for gasoline, because it sees the lowest point of
its seasonal demand. Gasoline demand always peaks in July, and begins falling until it reaches its lowest
point in February, where it begins to rise once again until July. This culminates in buildups in stocks
throughout the winter months. Throughout February, stocks continued to rise, but the buildups
increasingly became smaller and smaller. The EIA reports published on the 12th and 19th of February
were very important because they showed that gasoline stocks had stopped increasing and were flat at
257.1 million barrels. This figure is right in the middle of the five-year range for stocks indiciating that
gasoline has mostly recovered to pre-COVID levels. Going into March, stocks are likely to begin to
decrease as part of the seasonal trend.
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A major surprise and factor in the surge of oil and gasoline prices in February was the rate at which
vaccines have been deployed. As of March 2nd, over 265 million doses have been distributed worldwide,
including 78.6 million doses in the US alone. These figures drastically beat previous expectations for the
timeline of deployment, and combined with stimulus talks have helped spurred economic sentiment and
therefore oil prices. The Johnson & Johnson vaccine was also approved on the 27th of February, which is
expected to further increase the amount of available doses. The Biden administration has indicated that all
US adults could be inoculated by the end of May, which would spell the beginning of the end of the
coronavirus in developed countries, though many other nations would continue to struggle and deal with
the effects of COVID for many more months.
Outlook: Looking forward, gasoline prices are likely to continue to rise as economic conditions continue
to improve and vaccinations are deployed extremely rapidly in the US and other developed countries. As
more and more lockdowns and restrictions are eased, and as more workers commute to their jobs instead
of working from home gasoline demand is likely to reach or even begin exceeding its pre-COVID levels
within the next few months. However, prices have risen considerably and are at elevated levels, so a
sustained rally is highly risky and could falter quickly.
Supporting Material:
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Natural Gas (UNG) Update
Chris Dutton, Senior Analyst
christopherwd@vt.edu

Price Action: Prices have gradually increased throughout the month of February, but ultimately ended
flat. Starting the month at ~10.30, and ending at the month at the same mark. Prices ebbed to ~$11.30 at
the month's peak. Rollover began on February 10th, and ended on the 16th. Looking forward to March we
should see the next roll from the 15-18th respectively. We saw overall nominal changes in volume
throughout the month. However, noticeable expectations are the beginning and end of February.
Moreover, there was a strengthening trend in regards to average volume at the beginning of the month.
This being the result of fundamental drivers worked to push prices up. Towards the end of the month we
have seen a deflationary environment towards volume.
News: Sempra Sees Natural Gas as World’s Most Dominant Fuel Next Decade.
Summary: Sempra Energy has further backed their bets on Mexico with high conviction, despite shifts in
the regulatory environment. The company believes that with increased FDI into infrastructure that there
can be a bridge through their deficit. Sempra currently holds $10.5B and 1,400+ employees in the region
through their subsidiary, Infraestructura Energetica Nova. The freeze late in the month underpinned the
drastic need for further infrastructure within the region. Legislation that has proposed a step backward in
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regards to the regulation of the Mexican Energy markets has been hotly debated. Furthermore, this would
represent a further step backwards in regards to renewable energy transformation.
Outlook: LNG feed gas ended the month ~10 Bcf, this marked an increase from a trough late in the
month to revised levels of around ~8 Bcf. Coal to gas switching is at 6.3 Bcf, which is 3,671 mmcf lower
than YoY levels. Dry Production for the Lower 48 stands at 89.6 Bcf, which is below Friday’s revised
estimate at 92.3 Bcf for EOM forecasts. Eikon’s Wellhead production model forecasts production
dropping to 91.4 Bcf/d by Apr 2021. Furthermore, we also closed down the spread between the five year
trailing average storage levels and the current levels during February. Looking to see a short term
correction continue due to deflationary storage levels for EOS.
Supporting Material:
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Metals Update
Paul Papillo, Division Head
ppapillo@vt.edu

Summary: February was a month with a great deal of major news regarding politics as well as many new
updates on the Coronavirus, and major stimulus news. The US Dollar slipped in value for most of the
month and US Treasury yields had a monster month with the 10 year treasury moving all the way up to
1.5% after starting the month at 1%. Silver Traded mostly sideways over the course of the month with a
one day exception being the beginning of the month when the Reddit page Wall Street Bets briefly caused
silver to spike. Gold Continued a downward trend and fell throughout the month of February fairly
consistently as other safe haven assets continued to be more appealing to investors. Copper had an
excellent month and hit highs as manufacturing in China and the US continued to improve, positive
stimulus news returned, and continued supply struggles from Chile and Peru continued.
The House of Representatives passed a Stimulus bill late in the month now giving it to the senate where
its fate will be decided and likely passed. The passing of the bill will lead to the US Dollar continuing to
decline a little more, and inflation risk will rise. Improving economic conditions and low rates have
pushed treasury yields upward which increases risk on Gold due to it offering less safety and lower
returns in comparison
The Coronavirus in the US both by new cases, and deaths declined significantly following the substantial
uptick over the winter. The US is getting closer to so-called “Herd Immunity” this is due to many
Americans already having had the virus and with 68 million vaccines being delivered, and over 1.5
million more per day. The end of the virus is getting closer and closer and as more people become
vaccinated economies continue to open back up and outlook is improving. Many experts believe that most
of the US will be vaccinated by the end of the summer and while many social distancing guidelines are
likely to continue for quite some time.
Due to a good economic outlook continuing to grow, many investors have been changing out of safe
haven assets like gold and silver but to a lesser extent. This capital is flowing into many other places such
as copper as investors try to capitalize on growing manufacturing and improving employment data. This
money is also being put into treasuries as the curve steepens and other riskier investments.
February has given us a great deal of good news on the economy and the coronavirus. Stimulus is likely
to be passed soon, and with it higher inflation to follow. Investors have taken an interest in riskier assets
and are looking to take advantage of opportunities that are likely to benefit from a post pandemic
environment.
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Copper (CPER) Update
Andrew Curran, Analyst
andrewjc417@vt.edu

Price Action: Copper saw a sharp increase this month as Chinese demand remained relatively strong
and the market displayed exceptional optimism about economic recovery and stimulus in the United
States, while at the same time remaining skeptical of South America’s ability to meet this growing
demand.
News: A new wave of COVID-19 ravaged Peru in early February, causing a multi-week lockdown which
resulted in doubts about the copper supply chain in the second highest producer of copper in the world
(2/9). Chile on the other hand has been applauded for its vaccination effort, being seen as one of the most
impressive vaccine rollouts in the world (2/23). The White House aims to push through a version of the
$1.9 trillion stimulus bill without depending on Republican support using the budget reconciliation
process (2/23).
Summary: Though news from China typically dominates headlines regarding copper, the manufacturing
giant took a backseat to news out of the Americas this month as it’s recovery remains steady and the
nation celebrated the Chinese New Year, resulting in a dearth of reports and data from the world’s top
copper consumer.
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Instead, the market rallied over supply concerns and encouraging economic data from the United States.
In addition to the lockdown in Peru, a scandal overcame the nation which saw top officials secretly
receive the COVID-19 vaccine before it was rolled out to the general public, resulting in a number of
resignations and an ongoing investigation. The incident casts further doubts about the country’s ability to
weather the storm of the pandemic and produce a consistent supply of copper.
While Chile’s vaccine rollout has impressed international audiences, February reports show that January
production decreased 0.6% YoY, up from -8.7% the month prior, but still low enough to cause concern
that supply will not meet growing demand, especially in this time of extraordinary low inventories.
This month, LME inventories reached their lowest levels since 2005. Meanwhile in early February, ShFE
stocks were down 26% since the end of 2020 and COMEX inventories continued to decline from January
levels.
The low levels of copper stocks have caused questions about supply’s ability to keep up with demand,
especially as many poorer copper-producing countries are anticipated to continue struggling with the
pandemic as wealthier countries like the US, UK, and EU are expected to recover as their vaccine efforts
ramp up. This comes as the United States sees encouraging economic data, increasing likelihood of
stimulus, and the imminent approval of a third COVID-19 vaccine.
Outlook: Despite Chile approaching pre-pandemic levels of production, inventory remains historically
low. This coupled with demand that only appears to rise paints a bullish picture for the copper market.
This is exacerbated by the lingering supply concerns from other major copper-producing countries
(Congo, Zambia, Mexico, etc) as they are likely to struggle with COVID-19 long after wealthier
copper-consuming countries are vaccinated and operating at pre-pandemic levels. Many of Chile’s largest
mines are also scheduled to negotiate with the labor unions in 2021. This could see tense disputes as
record prices may make workers want to cash in on the increased value of their work. This comes in the
wake of a year that saw several strikes at major mines in the country.
Supporting Material:
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Gold (IAU) Update
Nathan Mostow, Analyst
nathan00@vt.edu

Price Action: Following a runup in gold in December Stimulus news, Gold continued its downward
channel all through 2021 so far reaching 8 month lows in February.
Summary: The Biden administration and the Democrats have been forcing stimulus through the house
and the senate and it is expected to be passed shortly without republican support. The democrats have
demonstrated that they can pass major policy by themselves and this can have future impacts on the
ability for democrats to more easily pass policy which would likely lead to a further depressed dollar.
Additionally Covid Cases have fallen significantly in February alongside deaths. Covid Vaccines have
increased significantly as it is now expected for a majority of Americans to have the vaccine by early
Summer.
Outlook: We are slightly bearish on Gold as global uncertainty continues to decline as the pandemic end
becomes closer. Additionally, gold has become a less desirable safe haven recently due to high Treasury
Yields, and silver outperforming Gold due to manufacturing outlook.
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Silver (SLV) Update
Pete Brunone, Senior Analyst
pbrunone@vt.edu

Price Action: Prices saw an upswing of 8% this past month due to stimulus speculation and COVID-19
uncertainty. On February 1st, retail investors bought a significant amount of SLV stock, but this effort was
short lived and prices soon stabilized.
News: The Biden administration aims to continue to push his $1.9 trillion stimulus package through
without bipartisan support (2/22). New COVID-19 vaccine strains cause fear and uncertainty in the
vaccine rollout, which remains relatively inefficient (2/11). Also, economic recovery goes into full swing
as industrial demand stabilizes to pre-pandemic levels (2/17).
Summary: After Biden's inauguration on January 20th, one of his main agendas involved COVID-19
relief stimulus. Despite expressed support by most Americans, the administration is seeing much push
back and hiccups along the way to approval. For example, the democratic and republican parties are
disagreeing about several measures of the bill. At the same time, Democrats continue to push for $1.9
trillion worth of relief; republicans have a different outlook in hopes of downsizing this package. Passage
of the alternate $600 billion stimulus package would serve as a bearish sentiment given current
expectations. Also, the Republicans are concerned about portions of the bill that involve increasing the
minimum wage. Despite the president's promise to bridge the political divide, Biden continues to push
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this legislation forward and aims not to utilize full bipartisan support. In fact, Biden's budget resolution
enables Democrats to pass Biden's plan by a simple majority in the Senate. In the long-run, this conflict is
highly symbolic of the effectiveness of Biden's presidency. Also, at the beginning of February, stimulus
talks were not the primary concern; Trump's impeachment trials held up this process, which lasted from
February 9th to February 13th and caused a governmental recess until February 22nd. Currently, those in
favor of the package are urging enactment by the expiration date of unemployment insurance benefits,
March 14th. Approval of such legislation would give the American people more money to invest and
weaken the dollar making metals cheaper.
From a COVID-19 standpoint, many are concerned that new strains of higher contagious rate could
impact vaccine effectiveness. Although new variants seem to be most popular in Europe and Africa,
analysts worry that a second version of the virus might become the popular strand in the United States by
March. This uncertainty created a race to vaccinate before this strain becomes dominant in the United
States; Biden's goal for finishing vaccination at the end of summer might be too late. The death toll
expected to reach 500,000 next month and supply vaccines for 300 million by July. This month, there
were several barriers that the U.S. faced regarding the distribution of vaccines, given the unstable supply
chain. For example, a winter storm, which occurred primarily in the southeast, disrupted shipments across
the United States. Also, many wealthy white communities have received access, while those in poverty
haven't had the same luxury. This divergence underscores the uncertainties that come with supply and the
difficulties that colored communities are facing. On another note, recent analysis shows that Johnson &
Johnson's one-dose protects against severe illness and may reduce transmission. This version has 86%
efficacy against COVID-19, which is less effective than the current Pfizer and Moderna alternatives. The
FDA could authorize the vaccine as early as February 27th, depending on its advisory panel's vote on
Friday after it discusses the newly released documents. However, concerns about inventory persist, which
provides much uncertainty towards this narrative.
The U.S. economy has generally been recovering, which is represented by increasing treasury yields, a
decline of the unemployment rate, and a spike in retail sales. In general, this is a bearish sentiment for
silver, given an increase in consumer confidence. However, there are many dualities in silver prices;
although economic recovery seems inevitable, U.S. industrial demand up for the fourth straight month.
This manufacturing spike will drive demand for silver and squeeze limited supply in the future.
Outlook: The market conditions support a bullish outlook for silver in the short-term. Biden’s
determination to pass his entire $1.9 trillion stimulus package without bipartisan support is uplifting news
towards precious metals investors. A widely popular stance among the American people also supports the
notion that the bill will go into effect in the future. However, there it is likely that there may be some edits
required that would require modification of magnitude of relief. On the vaccine side, continuous supply
chain difficulties will limit consumer’s abilities to gain access, especially in less affluent areas. Many
analysts say that colored communities will take a significant amount of time to recover from the
pandemic. With COVID-19 infectious rates expected to rise, the vaccination schedule remains tight. Also,
given Biden’s climate change plan, silver will see an increase in demand in the manufacturing of electrical
components and solar panels in the mid to long term.
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